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Trimmer Soocas N1

SOOCAS N1 - take care of your appearance 
Unwanted hairs in your ears or nose make your life miserable? With a reliable SOOCAS N1 trimmer you will forget about this problem.
Simple to use, effective and lightweight - it weighs only 150 g - you'll be able to use it successfully both at home and on the go.
 
Multiple applications
With the help of a trimmer you will get rid of unwanted hair from your nose or ears. You can also use it for trimming the tanks. Thanks to
it you will effectively take care of your appearance in even the smallest detail.
 
Easy to use
Operating the device is trivially simple. Simply press the button to turn on the trimmer, then place the cutting head next to your skin,
nostrils or ears and gently move it to remove unnecessary hairs. Say goodbye to unwanted hair - SOOCAS N1 will help you deal with it
quickly and effectively.
 
Trouble-free power supply
The  trimmer  is  powered  by  one  AA  battery.  It  ensures  long  and  efficient  operation.  You  don't  have  to  worry  about  having  to  buy
expensive, hard-to-access batteries - just a simple AA battery will be enough to make SOOCAS N1 work efficiently!
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Always with you
Thanks to the handy design and included case you can conveniently store the trimmer and take it with you wherever you want. Growing
hairs or unevenly growing hooves will no longer surprise you on vacation or on business trips - SOOCAS N1 will make you quickly forget
about similar problems.
 
Classic design
The trimmer is characterized by a simple yet elegant design. White color of the case combined with a gold button and decorative ring
gives  a  beautiful,  classic  effect.  Small  dimensions  and  light  weight  make  the  device  extremely  handy  and  portable.  SOOCAS  N1  will
delight you both with its functionality and its timeless style!
 
Producer
Soocas
Model
N1
Color
White
Number of blades
1 cutting edge
Function
Dry shaving 
Waterproof class
IPX5
Power supply
AA battery (included)

Price:

€ 14.00
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